
February 27, 2023 

Filming and Serving 
 

On Friday night I watched Part Two of my film Rooted in Love which was set in Honduras and 

featured the work of the Medical Missionaries of Mary…another forgotten, unseen film that 

reduces me to tears. Each film I made taught me how to better live the Gospel of love and peace. 

The Constitutions of the Medical Missionaries of Mary contains a beautiful goal: “Where ever you 

are, whatever you do, let there be in your heart a space for others to be, so that, unafraid, they 

may experience themselves as loved and so be healed.” I think a little of that is happening inside 

our walls in Haiti.  
 

Earlier in the day I sent a link to the video of Part One of the film to a few people. I sent it because 

the first few minutes of the film feature me inside Sant’ Isidoro in Rome, where I will be living 

starting tomorrow. (Yes, you read it correctly: a film set in Honduras began in Italy.) I watched a 

little of it before I sent a file containing all my films to a small, solid-state external drive which I 

will take to Italy. Part of my Lenten penance in Rome will be to watch all my films.  
 

Later that night, there was nothing on Netflix worth watching…so I decided to watch Part Two 

of the Honduras film, mainly because I had forgotten it. As I watched it, I cried…and thought 

maybe I should not go to Rome and stay in Florida and simply watch all my films. What amazed 

me as I watched the sweet, gentle film is that I made it by myself. No crew. Could not afford one. 

I had one big video camera, a small go-pro video camera, and a professional still camera. No one 

who knows anything about the art of making would believe one person shot all the footage by 

himself or herself. When I heard a voice over of me narrating a reflection on poverty, it made me 

cry.  
 

I really miss filmmaking.  
 

I have made countless sandwiches for kids over the years. In the early days of Santa Chiara, I 

often said that I would rather make a sandwich for a kid than to make another film. I meant it 

whenever I said it.  
 

I was in Honduras for ten days. I was accompanied by a member of the SCCC board of directors; 

we lived in the humble home of the sisters. Half the time was set in rough and tumble urban 

setting in a violent gang-infested city of Choloma where three sisters (one from Ireland, one from 

Africa, and one from The Philippines) operated a holistic healing center. The other half was spent 

in a rural, mountainous are of Marcala, where two sisters spend their days traveling over rough, 

dirt roads to bring medicine and supplies, as well as conducting health and education workshops 

for both children and adults, to far-flung isolated, poor villages. Just following the sisters wore 

me out. Watching the five nuns go about their hidden ministry of devoted service to the poor 

filled me with awe. They centered their lives in prayer; they gave every once of their being to 

others.  
 

What I like about documentary filmmaking was the chance to enter deeply into the experience 

and wisdom of people who were making a huge difference in the lives of people most of us 



ignore. I devoted fifteen minutes of Part One of the film to the rich history of the MMM’s and 

their founder, Mother Mary Martin, which included some restored footage of a 1946 film 

featuring the MMM sisters treating lepers in Nigeria. The sisters in their headquarters in Dublin 

sent me hours of old footage which I had restored in a top film lab in Hollywood. The film also 

devoted the necessary historical context concerning the violence in Central America. The gangs 

in Choloma are worse than the gangs in Port-au-Prince. On the first day of filming, I saw someone 

getting shot. The sisters never flinched; I want to head straight to the airport and a flight back to 

Los Angeles.  
 

The great English artist and mystic, Caryll Houselander, suggested that we lead a Risen Life, that 

is “a life of love, love that creates, love that fills up the measure of each life with joy. Love that is 

light and peace. Love that forgives and heals and sustains, that makes us one. Love that gives life 

to the world and beauty to life. Love that is food and clothing and water for thirst. Love that is 

bread.” 
 

It is the love given to us by God, a love which God wishes we embrace for ourselves and give to 

one another. It is Easter Love that animates the Risen Life. 
 

I left Honduras believing that the five sisters of the Medical Missionaries of Mary I had walled 

alongside of for ten beautiful days were truly living the Risen Life. I was not. I still have a long 

way to go. Lent is about making progress along the road to living more fully the Risen Life.  

 

Living Lent Attentively and Gently 
 

Henri Nouwen wrote: “Lent is the most important time of the year to nurture our inner life. It is 

the time during which we not only prepare ourselves to celebrate the mystery of the death and 

resurrection of Jesus, but also the death and resurrection that constantly takes place within us. 

Life is a continuing process of the death of the old and the familiar, and being reborn again into 

a new hope, a new trust, and a new love. The death and resurrection of Jesus therefore is not just 

an historical event that took place a long time ago, but an inner event that takes place in our heart 

when we are willing to be attentive to it. 
 

Lent offers a beautiful opportunity to discover the mystery of Christ within us. It is a gentle but 

also demanding time. It is a time of solitude but also community, it is a time of listening to the 

voice within, but also a time of paying attention to other people's needs. It is a time to 

continuously make the passage to new inner life as well as to life with those around us. 
 

When we live Lent attentively and gently, then Easter can truly be a celebration during which the 

full proclamation of the risen Christ will reverberate into the deepest place of our being.” 

 

Spending a good chunk of time during Lent in Rome and Assisi will be very good for me. Gabens, 

in his usual wisdom, said that if Italy is good for me, it will be good for Santa Chiara. Journals 

from Rome will be sporadic and at odd times of the day because there is a seven-hour 

time difference from the East Coast of America and Italy. I leave you with a few photos 

from the last few days in Haiti.  



 
Ally mother signs the agreement indicating that SCCC will pay her rent in the little place she 

found to live near Santa Chiara. She will soon move from the peril of life in Cite Soleil and be 

closer to her daughter. 
 

 
Dr. Steph hands the mother the rent money. She has no legal ID, so her son had to come with to 

formally sign the papers outlining the conditions of the arrangement. 



 
Kids saying grace before lunch. Dr. Steph insisted the food be covered before the kids eat. 

 

 
Notice the new plates Gabens purchased. 

 



 
The older girls help serve and bring the food to the tables where the older kids eat. 

 
 



 
Kids line up to wash their hands before lunch. 

 

 
Gabens playing basket ball with the kids.  

 



 
This photo says a lot to me. 

Over the last two years, in the face daily violence and fear, we have managed 

to purchase more games for the children. 

For the most, they play without fighting or arguing.  

We really strive to make Santa Chiara a home, 

where the kids and relax, have fun, and just be a kid. 

They are essentially oblivious to the chaos of life outside our walls. 

The older kids know what is going on in Haiti, 

but they do not experience the reality of the suffering and tension in the broader community. 
 

I journey to Italy knowing that my children are in loving hands. 

Because I had to return to Haiti on February 8th to deal with Steph’s humanitarian relief visa, 

I have already been away from Santa Chiara for 19 days, 

which is more than a week longer than I have been away in five years. 

And I still have a month before I return to Haiti on April 1st. 

This would be unthinkable without Steph and Gabens keeping things running smoothly. 

Hmmm…maybe I can say I’m “giving up” Haiti for Lent. 


